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INTRODUCTION TO THE HORROR 

 This is a novelization of my original screenplay, a twisted 
fable of what happens when you play with forces beyond mortal 
control. It’s also a parable about temptation and our darker nature, 
that thing that burns so deeply inside of us we must dare to deny its 
existence in the light of day. Night time is a different story, 
however. In the dark we slip about unseen, and allow ourselves the 
indulgence of our little evils. 
 From the script, I directed a guerrilla film, which was shot 
in the Arrowhead Mountains of California. A lot of strange and 
terrifying things happened during production (including the death 
of a cast member). Returning home from night shoots, I would 
occasionally find stone shrines on my doorstep in the visage of a 
satanic star. Rumors of devil worshippers on the mountain no 
longer seemed like just tall tales. It was as if the film itself was 
cursed.          
 Our production climaxed right before a blizzard hit the 
mountains which left a trail of dead bodies frozen in their vehicles 
from Lake Arrowhead to Big Bear. Fortunately for me I had 
intuitively escaped the mountain just ahead of the storm. That was 
one piece of good fortune in an otherwise tainted timeline.  
    
 The script the movie was produced from was based on the 
urban legend of a rock band whose members had sold their souls to 
the Devil for fortune and fame. Our tribulations and misadventures 
during the film production have since become a minor urban 
legend all its own. Although the bulk of the film was finished and 
eighty percent of it edited into a rough cut, I elected to abandon the 



project before any more unfortunate events could happen.     
 I’m presenting this work in a serialized format. The first act 
of the script provides the basis for book one. There are three acts to 
a screenplay, so this serial will be told in three parts.  

 Disclaimer: If you ask me if I really believe that my film is 
cursed, my answer is that I truly do not know. However, do not be 
surprised if as you read it, this tome seeps into your subconscious, 
haunts your dreams, and invades your soul. It still does mine.  

                    Carlton Holder     



Chapter One 

MATHALUH LIVES 

1977 

 The mountains sat high above the stained city below. 
Stained because the pollution of San Bernardino had discolored the 
clouds that hung lifeless and stilted over the dreary gray 
metropolis. From the precipice, you could look down, even as you 
breathed in the clean crisp air of the summit, and see the dingy 
brown veil that lay over the city like a soiled blanket, quietly 
choking its populace into quiet oblivion.  
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 The massif had a small town feel to it if ever there was one. 
At an elevation of over five thousand feet, the mountain 
community was practically a world all its own. 
 Its townships spilled out in all directions, starting with the 
affluent and well-to-do Lake Arrowhead, then trickling down to the 
poor, lower class areas like Twin Peaks, Crestline, and Running 
Springs. In Crestline, garbage spilled out into backyards guarded 
by mean dogs on thick chains. 
 Now, there were predominantly two types of people on the 
mountain: a ruling minority of rich white inhabitants transplanted 
from places like Los Angeles and an undereducated majority of 
poor white denizens who had grown up on the mountain and knew 
nothing else.          
 The rustic alpine design of the older homes sprinkled in 
amidst lush, dense woods suggested a long ago incoming migration 
of German ancestry. Many of the homes were built on the sides of 
hills with rickety wooden stairs leading down to them from the 
streets above. The woods behind the houses were their backyards. 
Other Running Springs homes were practically hidden in the 
forest, scattered helter-skelter with nothing but dirt paths leading to 
them.  

 Ghost, vampires, witches, and more whipped around in 
white sheets and black satin capes which cascaded behind them 
like sails riding chilly October winds. Upon closer inspection, 
these were just kids in costumes, children running from home to 
home with trick-or-treat bags dangling from candy-stained hands 
in the twilight of early dusk. Innocent laughter erupted from the 
younger children. Mischievous glee glimmered on the faces of the 
older teens. This was their night.  
 It was Halloween after all.       
 All Hallows Eve. 
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 Two thirteen-year-olds - one thin, dressed like a vampire 
with glow-in-the-dark fangs, the other chubby, dressed like a 
clown with rosy cheeks and a painted face - biked furiously down a 
winding dirt lane to the big, rambling, old house that sat at least 
three miles away from any other. The boys flew past a poorly hung 
wooden sign that rattled in their wake. It read “Strawberry Lodge.” 
 When the two boys arrived, they discarded their beat-up 
bicycles and looked up at the two-story home. The rustic mansion 
loomed above them. The images that would normally come to 
mind upon hearing such a whimsical name like the Strawberry 
Lodge, were displaced by the stark reality of the ominous structure.  

 This was no gingerbread house.  
 There were no strawberry fields.  
 In fact, the place stunk of death. 
 As the boys stared at this mansion in ill-repair - almost 
everything there needed fixing - it seemed to stare back at them 
emotionlessly, soullessly. Rounding out this despair, on the edge of 
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the property sat a small stone mausoleum. A sad family crypt. 
Beyond this was nothing but dense forest, the wicked howling of 
coyotes, and the tortured screams of their prey.  
 Curiously, on the front door of the Strawberry Lodge was a 
stained-glass window like something you’d find in a church. Only, 
the images etched on the glass were of an altogether wicked and 
unrepentant nature. Unnatural. Unholy. 
 Unlike the other houses, the Strawberry Lodge was not 
decorated for Halloween. The lights were off throughout the place. 
Only the porch light was on. Its naked bulb flickered menacingly 
amongst unruly shadows. 
 The doorbell was rung.  
 “Trick or treat. Trick or treat. Give us something good to 
eat!” the two boys chimed in unison as they stood on the doorstep. 
 Several moments went by. Nothing.  
 “Trick or treat. Trick or treat. Give us something good to 
eat!”  

 Now nearly a minute went by. Still no one answered the 
door. The two teens retreated to their bikes at the edge of the 
clearing.  
 Trick. 
 They expressed their disappointment with a cartoon of 
rotten eggs that the vampire fished out of his backpack. The first 
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egg exploded on the stain glass window, covering it in sticky bright 
yellow yoke. Seconds later more eggs bombarded the front door 
and porch. One last egg, veering off course, hit a lower basement 
window from which a dim light came. 
 The vampire and clown rode off into the night, roaring and 
laughing in delight at their misdeed. 
 As the yoke dribbled down the dirty basement window, a 
lanky figure could be seen within, hunched over a chair, rocking 
rhythmically back and forth to the sound of Seventies rock music 
with a decidedly dark edge. From the looks of it, the basement had 
been converted into a large bedroom.  
 The music coming from the room originated from a vinyl 
record slowly spinning on the turntable. It looked like a bootleg 
novelty record, the kind which could be made at the time inside of 
any sidewalk recording studio for fives bucks a pop. Handwritten 
across the record label in red ink was scrawled the single name 
“Mathaluh.” Written across the bottom half of the label in smaller 
letters was the song title: “THE DARK BALLAD.” The 
handwriting was decidedly female. 
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 The basement was overrun with shadows. But even in this 
abyss, it was obvious that this was a teenage lair. Posters of rock 
idols of the day plastered the walls, as well as the iconic poster of 
actress Farrah Fawcett in a wife-beater, the hint of her nipples 
speaking volumes to a generation of horny pubescent boys. Clothes 
were strewn about. The bed was unmade. A beat-up guitar case 
stood alone in the corner. What little light there was came from a 
moon green lava lamp. Shadows of its eerie twisted creations rose 
and fell on the far wall. 
 The rocker was Henry Krassner, all of sixteen with stringy 
blond hair. He had the thin, anemic look of his era. Henry 
remained consumed by the music and his endeavor, oblivious to 
the trick-or-treaters outside.  

 On the floor table in front of him, Henry was putting the 
finishing touches on a homemade Ouija board. He had painted it 
bright yellow with shiny black lettering. On its divining device - 
the planchette - sat a yellow wooden ball with a bloodshot eye 
painted on it.   
 Sweat ran down the boy’s face. He didn’t notice at all. 
Henry stopped rocking as he whipped out the blade of a folding 
knife. The boy held the knife up in front of him, his vacant 
expression reflected on the blade. Then Henry ran the blade slowly 
across the palm of his left hand. As blood rose out of the aperture 
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in his flesh, he closed his fist, holding it over a small jar of red 
paint. Henry’s blood dripped into the jar, mingling with the paint. 
After a few seconds of this, he tied a bandanna around the injured 
hand and used a paint brush to stir the concoction. 
 Henry completed the project by painting the word 
Mathaluh across the top of the Ouija board in red with his own 
blood. 
 The finishing touch.    
 The teen took the Ouija board, walked over to the lava 
lamp, and plopped down in front of it. Sitting cross-legged with the 
board on his lap, Henry place both hands on the eyeball planchette 
and closed his eyes. “Is there anybody out there?”   
 Seconds went by.  
 Nothing. 
 Henry opened his eyes, looked around. The record had 
finished, and the room was as quiet as a tomb. The boy closed his 
eyes and tried again. 
 “Is there anybody out there?” 
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 Several seconds went by. 
 Then, Henry’s hands were jerked clear across the board to 
the word yes. The boy jumped back, let go of the planchette, 
opened his eyes, and looked around the room. There was no one 
there but him. Simultaneously scared and fascinated, Henry placed 
his hands back on the divining device. He kept his eyes open, 
staring at his fingers as he asked, “Who are you?” 
 Henry’s hands were dragged from letter to letter. 
 “Jeremy,” Henry said stringing the letters together. “I love 
your songs, man. It’s not right what happened to you. To the band. 
Sucks.” 
 Henry’s hands on the planchette were drawn to the word 
yes again.  
 “What do you want, Jeremy?”  
 Slowly Henry’s hands began to move across the board from 
one letter to the next. When they finally stopped, the boy spoke the 
message out loud, “Play it backwards?” 
 He pondered this for a moment before turning and looking 
over at the record player and the bootleg record that sat upon it. A 
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slow smile spread over his face as he understood. “Play it 
backwards.” 
 
 A short time later, strange lyrics drifted up from the 
basement and echoed throughout the large house. Everywhere. 
Each and every word sounded as if it was spoken by a different 
person, rising and falling in tenor, pitch, and gender. The lyrics 
increased in volume. Underneath this could be heard the faint 
sound of a girl crying. Some parts of the lyrics were unintelligible. 
Others were words from a long-forgotten language akin to 
Sumerian. In the midst of this, in English, were the lines: 
 “Follow us to the old altar—the master awaits. Follow us 
to the stained altar—the burning kingdom awaits. Sad Satan, lord 
Satan—slay her—slay her.” 

 Hours later, the vampire and the clown returned to the 
scene of their crime. From a distance, they looked around. The 
porch had been sprayed down. The eggs shells were cleared away.   
A new sight greeted their eyes now. The front of the house was 
lavishly decorated with Halloween ornaments. There were hanging 
cardboard witches on broomsticks, glowing fabric ghosts blowing 
in the wind, fake cobwebs hanging from corners. A terrifying jack-
o-lantern sat in the center of the porch. Terrifying because the face 
carved on it was truly horrific. The candle inside the gutted 
pumpkin made the dark eyes glow red.   
 A sign on the front door read: HAUNTED HOUSE—
ENTER! 
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 The vampire looked at the clown. There was hesitation on 
his face.   
 The vampire shook his head. “Won’t know it was us.” 
 After a moment, unable to resist the thrill of a haunted 
house, the teens slowly opened the front door and entered the 
Strawberry Lodge. Inside, they were met by dead silence. The 
place was darkly lit. Candles everywhere, dozens and dozens of 
them, silhouetted the furniture, making abominations of their 
shadows. The glossy cherry-red wood walls and floors shined in 
long glowing streaks. A wide staircase sat just to the side of the 
front door. Mounted animal heads hung stoically on the walls. A 
moment later, cheesy Halloween atmosphere music started to play. 
It was all wailing ghosts and organ music followed by 
melodramatic piano key strikes. Pure sideshow tripe.  
 The vampire and clown took a few tentative steps further 
in. The heavy door slammed shut behind them loudly, making both 
kids jump. 
 “That was pretty good!” the clown admitted as he looked 
back at the door, figuring it was rigged, all part of the show. Both 
laughed, but the mirth was hollow. 
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 The vampire and the clown moved further into the living 
room. The place became even darker. It was hard to see even three 
feet in front of you. The smoke from all the candles hung heavy in 
the black air like thick London fog. The clown heard a muffled 
sound and stopped to look around in all directions. When he turned 
back around, the skinny vampire was gone.  
 “Hey, man! Where you at?” 

         
Other than his voice echoing back at him, the clown was met with 
silence.                       
 “Be that way,” the clown decided, figuring his friend was 
trying to play a mean trick on him.  A table lamp which the clown 
hadn’t noticed a moment earlier, shone with just enough light to 
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illuminate the bowl of homemade cookies on the table underneath 
it. The clown leapt at this. “Finally!” 
 He started to stuff a cookie in his mouth. The clown 
stopped chewing seconds later when he realized it was overly 
moist with a harsh metallic iron taste. He pulled a chain on the 
lamp, turning on a second light bulb within the lamp. The clown 
could see more clearly now. The cookies had been doused with 
what could only be real blood. He began to gag, spitting the cookie 
out.  
 As the clown recovered, still hawking to get the taste out 
his mouth, he noticed the couch on the other side of the lamp. 
There was something on it. Someone. The clown, trembling 
visibly, slowly went around the table and lamp and stood in front 
of the couch.  
 A horrified look came over his face. The vampire sat in the 
middle of the couch, head hanging raggedly back, covered in a 
sheet of plastic.   
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 Finally reasoning that this had to be a joke, all part of the 
gag, the clown reached out and slowly pulled the sheet off the 
figure.  
 “Come on, man,” the clown urged good-naturedly. 
 The grizzly sight that greeted him was appalling. His friend 
was dead, his throat cut. The vampire’s eyes were as lifeless as 
marbles. His final expression of horror and pain was forever etched 
across his face. The vampire was showered with droplets of his 
own blood, which must have geysered out when the artery in his 
neck had been violently severed. The final touch was the butcher 
knife embedded deep in the kid’s chest. 
 There was a click behind the clown. He whirled around.  
 On the other side of a large rustic wooden table covered in 
ancient scratches, in an easy chair so old the color had all but 

faded, sat Henry Krassner.  
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 His head was down. His wife-beater was also splattered 
with the vampire’s blood. A silver revolver rested in Henry’s right 
hand on his lap. 
 Henry seemed to be reacting to some unseen force 
whispering in his ears, nodding, listening. The clown, unable to 
hear what Henry heard, couldn’t understand what he was reacting 
to. 
 It was undecipherable. 
 Like the singing of demons.  
 Somewhere the Dark Ballad began to play. Once again the 
insane satanic lyrics blared, “Follow us to the old altar. The master 
awaits.” 
 “Henry—” the clown mumbled in a thin hollow voice.  
 As he slowly raised his head Henry said, “Trick or treat. 
Trick or treat. Give me something good to eat.”     
 The clown had seen enough. He began backing away on 
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shaky legs, then turned and ran for the front door. He pulled on the 
handle, but it wouldn’t open. The music rose in volume behind the 
clown. He turned to see Henry moving towards him through the 
candle smoke as it wafted around him. The music seemed to follow 
Henry.          
 Henry closing in on him, the gun dangling loosely from his 
hand. With nowhere left to go, the clown rushed up the nearby 
staircase which led to the second-floor bedrooms, disappearing 
into black.                  
 “Follow us to the old altar. The master awaits—,” the 
perverse lyrics seemed to glide up the stairs after the little clown, 
carried on the smoky air like a specter.      
 Henry followed, walking slowly up the creaky staircase. 
His gun-hand was twitching.        
 The clown sought refuge in the bathroom. He ran in and 
closed the door quietly. It was all dark except for a candle that sat 
on the sink. The clown picked up the light and moved it slowly 
around his surroundings. There was something in the bath tub, only 
the clown couldn’t make out what it was. The boy moved closer, 
pulling the shower curtain slowly aside as he brought the light 
closer to the tub. The clown’s face contorted in horror as he saw 
Henry’s mother in the tub. It was filled to the brim with blood and 
bath water. The woman’s neck leaned back over the edge of the 
tub, revealing that her throat had been sliced from ear to ear. 
“Mathaluh” was written on the tile wall in her blood. The name ran 
badly, as if it were crying.       
 Shaking uncontrollably, the clown looked out through a 
crack in the door. His eyes met darkness. There was no sign of 
Henry. No sound of Henry’s footsteps on the creaky floor. The 
clown abandoned the bathroom and ran for the nearest door, which 
led to the master bedroom. Inside, the clown closed and locked the 
door. He backed into the room further, until he bumped up against 
the edge of a kingsize bed. The clown turned slowly. He nearly 
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passed out at the sight of Henry’s three-hundred-pound father 
laying on his back on the bed. His large belly stuck straight up. A 
long, deep cut ran through the middle of the man’s stomach like a 
canal between two hills. The expression on the man’s face was an 
abomination, the jaw stretched wider than seemed humanly 
possible. The tongue, bloated and discolored, hung out his mouth 
through purple lips. The eyes were rolled back in the man’s head.    
 It was almost more than the little clown could take. Henry 
had killed his mother and father in the most heinous and horrible 
manner. He had murdered his friend, the vampire, and now Henry 
was coming for the chubby little boy dressed like a clown next.  
The teen blanched as the door slowly opened.     
 “Come out, come out, where ever you are.” Henry followed 
his voice into the room.        
 The clown tried to hide, but it was too late. He froze. He 
couldn’t get his legs to work. All he could do was stand there and 
look at Henry as he cried.       
 “You’re sad. Clowns are supposed to be happy. Make 
people laugh. They’re supposed to dance and roll and make funny 
faces,” Henry said in a quiet voice with that damn eerie smile 
plastered across his face. It was the calmness of his voice and 
demeanor that made it so damning      
 The clown’s bladder emptied right there on the spot. A trail 
of pee ran down his costume leg making a puddle around his shoe.  
 Henry chuckled. “There. That’s more like it. You made me 
laugh.”     

 Through an upstairs window, a muzzle flash followed by a 
gunshot and a blood-curdling scream of terror told the grizzly tale 
of what had become of the chubby little boy dressed like a clown.  

 Henry, his ivory white face drained of blood, came back 
down the large staircase. Catching his reflection in a hallway 
mirror, Henry stopped and studied himself. Only instead of his 
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own reflection in the mirror, he saw the reflection of a man with 
long wavy brown locks a gaunt face and an electric persona. Henry 
recognized the man in the mirror. It was Jeremy Jared, the dead 
lead singer of Mathaluh, forever twenty-six years old.     

 Henry touched the mirror, then his own face. Jeremy, 
within the mirror, did the exact same.      
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 “No,” Henry moaned in a low pained voice.    
 The inaudible whispering in his mind began again. Only 
now, they were like daggers in his brain. Henry threw his hands to 
his head, covering his ears, trying to stop the horrible words that 
echoed through his skull and the unnatural things they told him to 
do.           
 Henry wasn’t alone anymore. He whirled around. 
Annabelle Kersey, a pretty thirteen-year-old girl with strawberry 
blond hair, pale skin and a cluster of faint freckles that orbited her 
nose and cheeks, stood framed in the pitch black. She wore a stark 
white dress.          
 “Annabelle?” Henry stuttered. “But you’re—” 

 “Shh,” the girl said putting a finger to her pale lips. The 
look on Annabelle’s face was accusatory. “Why’d you bring him 
back?”          
 Henry, knowing exactly what the girl was talking about, 
lowered his head in shame as he searched for the words to defend 
himself. Only there weren’t any.      
 “Do you know what they did to me?” Annabelle asked in a 
sorrowful tone.        
 When Henry lifted his head a moment later, the girl in 
white was gone.  
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 A pack of unseen coyotes howled at a half moon. The stars 
were unbelievably clear. Under these stars, Henry stood atop a 
small hill. Mountain fog swirled around him as the whispers 
danced in his head. They said horrible things to him, spoke of 
medieval acts they had planned for him to commit. Henry could 
actually feel his soul slipping. Soon, he would no longer be in 
control of his own body. He would just be a passenger. Jeremy 
would be in control. He would be the one in charge. Jeremy reeked 

of the evil he would bring back with him from hell into this world. 
Henry cringed at his fate.         
 “Shut up. Shut up,”  Henry yelled defiantly to the demons 
in his head. But the scary voices paid no heed. Henry had killed in 
their name. He belonged to them now. He was their plaything. And 
play with him they would. For as long as he lived. A few short 
hours ago, Henry had worshipped Jeremy Jared. Now he despised 
this demon who had so thoroughly destroyed his life.    
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 Henry wiped remorseful tears from him eyes. He thought of 
his mother and father and his two friends from school.    
 “Mom—dad—” Henry sobbed.     
 It was Halloween and he had been tricked. They had made 
him see his parents and his friends as monsters. In the false 
narrative they had created within the teen’s mind, he was the hero, 
vanquishing the creatures that had crawled up out of Hell to kill his 
friends and family. Only the creatures were his friends and family.  
 Henry tried to remember the nursery rhyme that had sprung 
up a few months ago, made up by local kids since the death of the 
band. He only remembered the last part. “One night only to find 
your sin. One soul out, another one in.”     
 Henry felt his soul falling away from his body, ready to 
recede to a part of his being where he would just be a passenger. 
Jeremy would be in control. Henry picked up the rusty can of 
gasoline he had carried out to the woods with him and poured it 
over himself, starting with his head. Henry tossed the can down the 
hill as a steel resolve made his face tighten.      
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 “Fight the Devil,” Henry declared in a low solemn prayer.   
 For a second this resolve wavered in him. Inside of him, 
Jeremy screamed no. Then Henry lit the match and threw it on the 
camp fire in front of him that he had prepared. Henry put the gun 
to his head, winced once, and pulled the trigger. His lifeless body 
fell into the fire. The teenager went up in a whoosh as the flames 
engulfed him. Within seconds the charred body crumpled into a 
ball. It rolled down the steep hill, into the shallow stream. The 
inferno was extinguished with a hiss. Steam rose from the small 
stream. The moonlight illuminated the surface of the water. The 
smoldering carcass, now just an ebony cinder, swayed gently.  
Henry had made sure that Jeremy couldn’t use his body.    
  

 Back in the basement bedroom, the needle came to the end 
of the record. The music stopped. There was only the repetitive 
scraping noise of the needle against the record as it continued to go 
round and round.        
 On the edge of the bed sat a newspaper clipping from the 
Mountain Gazette. The headline read: “Members of Local Band 
Mathaluh Die in House Fire.”  It was dated 1976.    
 Hanging on the far wall was a sepia-tone concert poster 
with jet black print. A picture of Jeremy Jared was on it. Below his 
image were local mountain playdates for the year 1976. Above the 
singer’s image it read: MATHALUH LIVE IN CONCERT. Only 
the words “in concert”  had been crossed out. A finger smudged s 
had been added to the end of live, changing the sentiment from the 
boastful Mathaluh Live to the chilling Mathaluh Lives.    
 The s started to run. The light from the lava lamp revealed 
that the letter s was a dark crimson, a mixture of blood and paint.   
 The needle continued to scratch against the record.  
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Chapter Two 

CLASSIC ROCK 

Present Day 

 With each passing moment that day gave way to dusk, the 
faint full moon materialized more and more over the skies of the 
mountain township. It was a very unusual moon. 

 Kids ran wild under this sky in the bitingly cold October 
air, but this was to be expected. It was Halloween again. Only now, 
instead of ghosts, goblins, and witches, the costumes ran the 
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gambit from comic book superheroes to fairies and princesses. 
Some of the costumes looked store bought, while others were 
homemade. Other than that, things had barely changed at all. The 
teens still had longish hair and a ragged, feral look. Somehow, on 

this mountain the youth were frozen in a perpetual state of the 
Seventies generation, at least appearance-wise.  
 A cherry red classic 1968 Chevy Nova with a silver spoiler 
turned off the interstate that had led it up the mountain and roared 
past all of this, blasting hip hardcore nu metal out its speakers. Nu 
metal was a musical hybrid that combined elements of heavy metal 
with genres such as hip hop, alternative rock, funk, industrial, and 
grunge. The bands ranged from SlipKnot and Korn to Flyleaf. It 
was loud, unapologetic, and raunchy. 
 As the Nova made its way down the rural main strip, it 
navigated through hick denizens with missing teeth, pick-up trucks 
with snarling dogs, skinny women wasting away from Oxycontin 
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abuse, a sprinkling of lumberjacks, and, of course, the roaming 
packs of trick-or-treaters looking for scary thrills.   
 The Nova paused at a stop sign as a woman pushing a baby 
stroller crossed. The woman looked over at the driver with a 
sudden vacant expression.  
 In a voice husky from years of chain smoking, the woman 
said as she passed, “Oh, we been waitin’ for you.” 
 The driver, Grace Lynn, looked around, bewildered. It took 
her several seconds to come to the realization that the woman had 
been talking to her. Grace was a wicked beauty with long black 
hair, a tan hue to her skin, startling bright brown eyes, pouting lips, 
and a hoop nose ring. Grace was also a full blooded Native 
American, a member of the warlike Paiute tribe that once upon a 
time had hunted these mountains back when Lake Arrowhead was 
known as Little Bear Valley.        
 Grace was momentarily weirded out by the strange 
comment from a woman she didn’t know and had never seen 
before.  
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 The spell was broken when a car behind Grace honked at 
her. She pulled off, continuing on her way, glancing back at the 
woman wandering down the street with a stroller.  

 At a gas station convenience store where Grace had 
stopped to fill up, she plopped a bill down on the counter. 
 “Can I have twenty on pump six?” 
 The woman who came out from the back was tall, heavyset 
and also Native American. She had a necklace of sharp coyote 
bones around her neck. “Pump six, huh?” The woman asked it as if 
there was something wrong with pump six.  
 “Yeah.” 
 The woman’s gaze never left Grace as she rang her up. 
 “You’re not Serrano?” the big woman inquired. The 
Serrano were a peaceable tribe that had settled the mountain after 
the more warlike Paiute had been mostly chased off or killed by 
the white man.  
 “No,” Grace answered. She was always uncomfortable with 
talk about her heritage. She hadn’t been raised native. She had 
been raised Catholic by a belligerent Irish stepfather and his 
passive, bible-thumping Native American wife.   
 A realization crystalized on the big woman’s face, “Paiute.” 
 It almost sounded like an accusation.  
 “Thank you,” Grace said, ignoring the comment as she 
handed her her change. She was anxious to leave the presence of 
this disturbing woman.  
 As Grace got to the door, the Native woman asked, “Don’t 
you want no candy to put out for the young ones?” 
 “No.” 
 “Best to give the wicked littles sumthin’ to curb their sweet 
tooth. Les’ they come back ta trick ya.”    
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 But Grace was already out the door. She didn’t look back 

but could feel the woman’s eyes on her through the store window 
all the way to her car. 
 The Nova left the township behind as it headed into thick 
forest. Grace began traversing a narrow road in a heavily wooded 
area. A sign read: Rimforest—one mile. 
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 It wasn’t long before Grace came to a huge tree that had 
fallen down. It lay across the road. The shoulder dropped steeply 
on either side and was flanked by thick foliage and low-hanging 
tree branches. There was no way around the tree in the road. 
 Grace put the car in reverse and backed up. She had noticed 
a side road a mile or so back. Grace found this tiny dirt road again 
and headed down it. She was hoping this detour would take her 
around and back to the main road.  
 The dirt road led back onto a concrete road, but the 
pavement was chewed up in many places. There were even spots 
where the roots of massive trees had erupted up through the asphalt 
which Grace drove slowly around. There were also rocks, 
boulders, and tree branches in the road. Grace found herself having 
to turn down an even more remote path. The trees became even 
more gnarled, looking like disapproving sloping figures. To make 
matters worse, a thick fog began to move in.  
 Grace put on her car lights, but the fog continued to 
increase until she could only see three or four feet in front of her as 
she drove. The Nova’s engine suddenly seized violently, and the 
car died abruptly. 
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 “What? Gotta be shittin’ me!” The woman tried the car 
several more times before finally giving up. Worried, Grace got out 
the vehicle. She took off her leather jacket as she looked under the 
car hood. Through her wife-beater, a large colorful tattoo was 
visible on the center of her upper back. It was a yin and yang 
symbol, only instead of an Asian connotation, the imagery was 
compellingly European, old world. Instead of white on one side 
and black on the other, there was a blueish-white winged angel on 
one side. On the other was a reddish-black pagan style depiction of 
the Devil. The two creatures were intertwined, joined together, 
locked in an eternal battle. It was the ultimate symbiosis. 
 As the early evening became chillier, Grace put her leather 
jacket back on and turned up the collar as she weighed her options.  

         

 The area was remote. The odds of someone passing by 
before dark were slim to none.   
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 In the backseat of the car was a suitcase, a backpack, and a 
beat-up old guitar case. These were all Grace’s worldly 
possessions. 

 The fog peeled back and dissipated just as suddenly as it 
had come. Grace looked around. Huge mounds of fallen autumn 
leaves swirled about on the ground. There wasn’t a house in sight. 
Then something glinted in the distance, catching Grace’s eye. It 
was something shiny stuck to a tree. Grace moved towards it, not 
taking her eyes off of the object the entire way. As she got closer, 
she saw that the shiny object was not attached to a tree. It was 
attached to an odd shaped brick chimney stack. A few feet from it, 
she could see what the reflective object was. It was a silver 
greeting card in the center of a fresh wreath of flowers. On the card 
was a picture of a single black rose. 
 As Grace approached, she found herself standing in the 
debris field of what used to be a home.  From the black ash and 
cinder all about and the burnt remains of the structure and 
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furniture, it was clear that the place had been scorched by a fire 
long ago. Small sections of the wall still stood here and there, but 
they were blackened. Half a staircase still existed, with steps 
leading up to nowhere. There were also the remnants of police 
caution tape strung up all around the place from decades earlier.  
 Grace plucked the card off the chimney stack and opened it. 
The inside simply read: Live Forever.  
 Grace walked through the place. She realized there was a 
basement when her foot went through a rotted portion of floor. 
Before she could recover, the entire section collapsed under her 
and Grace fell through. 

 After a six-foot drop, Grace hit soft, cool earth. Like many 
basements of the old homes of the mountains, the basement had a 
dirt floor. A shaft of light, falling through the hole she had created 
at an angle, illuminated her like a spotlight.  
 Grace sat up, the wind momentarily knocked out of her 
from the fall. After a few seconds of sucking air, she got her breath 
back. Grace stumbled to her feet as she looked around. Empty 
crates and boxes were everywhere, ransacked decades ago.  
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 Grace pulled out her cell phone. After a few failed message 
attempts, she realized there was no signal. Turning on the flashlight 
app on her phone, Grace searched for a way out. Within seconds, 
she discovered storm doors and headed for them.  
 Grace froze when she heard sudden whispering coming 
from behind her. The woman, terrified, spun around. 
 “Hello?”  
 No one answered.  
 She heard the whispering again. It was coming from a far, 
dark corner. Holding her phone up in front of her, Grace moved 
towards the sound. There was something way in the back. It was a 
small crate. As she made her way towards it, the ground started 
angling up. Grace had to get down on her hands and knees and 
crawl towards it. As the whispering became louder, the path 
became narrower. For the last few feet, Grace had to squeeze 
through. She even began to worry she might get stuck. But Grace 
was only a finger tip away from the crate. The woman stretched 
and strained for several seconds before she was actually able to get 
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her hand on the crate. No sooner had she done so, the whispering 
stopped abruptly. 
 Grace dragged the crate out with her. Once more in the 
wide part of the basement, she saw that the side of the crate was 
marked: band shit.         
 Upon looking up through the hole, seeing that the sun was 
dwindling quickly, and with no desire to be in the ruins after dark, 
Grace took the crate and left quickly through the storm doors.   
 Back at the Nova, Grace tossed the crate in and climbed 
into the car. She lit a cigarette with shaky hands. Darkness was 
beginning to creep towards her from the woods as the sun 
disappeared behind it. Grace held her breath as she tried to start the 
car, illogically hoping the brief respite was enough to return the 
vehicle to working order. The car sputtered once, then the engine 
turned over instantly.  

  

     The radio came on suddenly, 
a voice on it making Grace jump. She looked at the old radio in the 
old car. Grace thought she had turned it off when she was trying to 
get the car started. A calm, eerily haunting voice came through the 
car speakers.     
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 “And for all you listeners just tuning in here in Rimforest 
and the surrounding mountain townships, Happy Halloween. I’m 
Gary ‘the voice from the other side’ Hark. The Night Ranger. And 
this is FM 36S classic rock.”       
 Grace put the car in gear, turned off the radio, and pulled 
back onto the road. In moments, she found a way back to the main 
road.           
 The radio came back on abruptly. Grace paled.   
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 The deejay’s voice was smooth like velvet. “When I was 
just a teenager way back in that bygone mythical era known as the 
Seventies, my favorite band was a local group called Mathaluh. 
They died far too young and may not have received all the fame 
they were due, but to us here on the mountain, they’ll always live 
forever.”         
 Grace looked at the radio dumbly. The words “live forever” 
were the same ones on the card stuck to the chimney stack. She 
thought it was an odd coincidence it was as she threw a glance 
behind her to the crate on the back seat.      
 The deejay continued his sermon.“Tonight, in honor of the 
band that so stirred my soul, we’re having a commercial-free 
tribute. Nothing but the music of Mathaluh from dust ‘til dawn.”  
 A Mathaluh song began to rise from the speakers.   
 “Here’s to you Jeremy Jared, front man eternal, wherever 
you are. Mathaluh lives.”       
 The song rose in volume as it gained speed.     

 On the lonely forest road in the middle of nowhere, Grace 
saw someone ahead. They had their thumb out. The person was 
hitchhiking. Instinctively, Grace started to speed up, but as she 
passed, she saw it was girl. After a few seconds, her conscience got 
the better of her. Grace pulled over and stopped. In the rearview 
mirror, she could see the girl running for the Nova.   
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 A moment later, a fifteen-year-old named Lizzy jumped in. 
The teen’s hair was dyed jet black. She had sun-starved white skin 
with slight reddish patches of acne on her cheeks. Lizzy wore a 
hoodie under a faded jean jack with rock band decals on it. Her 
jeans were black and worn.       
 “Thanks.Thought I’d never get a ride.”    
 “Hitching’s not very safe,” Grace replied. Instantly she 
grimaced for sounding like a mother.      
 “All us kids do it. Only way to get around if you don’t have 
a car.”          
 “I know.”        
 Lizzy looked at Grace. “You from this mountain?”   
 “Once.”        
 “Where you been?”       
 “Los Angeles,” Grace replied. “Seven years.”   
 “LA, man. Okay. I’d kill to live there ‘steada this shithole. 
Why the hell would you come back?” the teen asked incredulously. 
 Grace changed the subject, “Where you headed?”   
 “Jus’ up ahead, to the big rock. You know it?”   
 “Very well,” Grace responded as she saw the familiar sight 
up ahead.  A moment later they reached it.     
 It was a huge hill of rocks of varying shapes and sizes. A 
number of them were large boulders. Many of the rocks were 
covered with graffiti: Sal loves Rita ’72, Audrey 2010, Jollie and 
Chris 97. It was a rite of passage there on the mountain. Leave 
your mark for decades to come. At the top of the mound, on the 
biggest boulder, written in yellow balloon style letters trimmed in 
black was “MATHALUH LIVE.” A runny s had been added to the 
end of live in blood red paint. Grace got out of the car as a wave of 
nostalgia passed over the woman. Lizzy joined her.     
 “Mathaluh lives,” Grace whispered before she could help 
herself.          
 “Five members who could not be tamed, sold their souls 
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for fortune and fame. Formed their spell-circle in Satan’s name. In 
the pit of Hell they burn by flame,” Lizzy recited the rhyme that 
Grace had heard so often growing up on the mountain. The band 
had become the stuff of urban legends.     
 “Ancient history,” Grace said in a knee-jerk reaction.   
 “My mother knew one of them,” Lizzy retorted proudly.  
 Grace looked at the legend on the boulder again. “The “s” 
wasn’t there before.”        
 “Wayne,”  was all Lizzy said ominously.    
 Grace looked at the teen puzzled.     
 “A weird kid at school. Autistic or something. ‘Bout two 
years ago, he climbed to the top, painted the “s,” then flung 
himself off. Bounced off rocks and boulders all the way down. 
They say Wayne looked like a rag doll when he hit bottom, every 
bone in his body broken,” Lizzy retorted, then added, “That ain’t 
urban legend.”         
 “Troubled youth,” Grace reflected.     
 “Aren’t we all,” Lizzy responded wistfully.    
 Some teens were showing up, a mix of girls and boys. They 
all had that Goth rocker look. The kids stopped some distance 
away when they saw the adult with Lizzy.     
 “There’s my buds. Gotta go,” Lizzy said, even as she was 
headed over to them. She turned, walking backwards as she added, 
“Thanks for the ride.”        
 “Keep on rocking,” Grace said quietly.    
 Lizzy smiled. The last thing Grace saw before the girl 
turned away was the silver pendent around the girl’s neck: A 
Satanic star.            
 Grace got in the car and drove off. As she passed the group 
of teens, one of them made eye contact with her. His name was 
Nathaniel. He had shaggy black hair and was tall and gaunt. 
Nathaniel smiled at Grace. There was something disturbing about 
the boy and his smile. It lingered with Grace for a while.
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